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Abstract

We introduce the notion of iceberg concept lattices and show their use in knowledge discovery in da-
tabases. Iceberg lattices are a conceptual clustering method, which is well suited for analyzing very large
databases. They also serve as a condensed representation of frequent itemsets, as starting point for com-
puting bases of association rules, and as a visualization method for association rules. Iceberg concept
lattices are based on the theory of Formal Concept Analysis, a mathematical theory with applications in
data analysis, information retrieval, and knowledge discovery. We present a new algorithm called TITANIC

for computing (iceberg) concept lattices. It is based on data mining techniques with a level-wise approach.
In fact, TITANIC can be used for a more general problem: Computing arbitrary closure systems when the
closure operator comes along with a so-called weight function. The use of weight functions for computing
closure systems has not been discussed in the literature up to now. Applications providing such a weight
function include association rule mining, functional dependencies in databases, conceptual clustering, and
ontology engineering. The algorithm is experimentally evaluated and compared with Ganter’s Next-Clo-
sure algorithm. The evaluation shows an important gain in efficiency, especially for weakly correlated
data. � 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Concept Lattices are used to represent conceptual hierarchies which are inherent in data. They
are the core of the mathematical theory of Formal Concept Analysis (FCA). Introduced in the
early 1980s as a formalization of the concept of ‘concept’ [46], FCA has over the years grown to a
powerful theory for data analysis, information retrieval, and knowledge discovery [43]. In arti-
ficial intelligence (AI), FCA is used as a knowledge representation mechanism [48] and as con-
ceptual clustering method [8,27,37]. In database theory, FCA has been extensively used for class
hierarchy design and management [10,13,28,35,45,50]. Its usefulness for the analysis of data
stored in relational databases has been demonstrated with the commercially used management
system TOSCANA for Conceptual Information Systems [44].

A current research domain common to both the AI and the database community is knowledge
discovery in databases (KDD). Here FCA has been used as a formal framework for implication
and association rules discovery and reduction [31,41] and for improving the response times of
algorithms for mining association rules [31,32]. The interaction of FCA and KDD in general has
been discussed in [42] and [16].

In this paper we show that, vice versa, FCA can also benefit from ideas used for mining as-
sociation rules: Computing concept lattices is an important issue, investigated for long years
[11,14,28,29,50]. We address the problem of computing concept lattices from a data mining
viewpoint by using a level-wise approach [2,25]; and provide a new, efficient algorithm called
TITANIC. In fact, TITANIC can be used for a more general problem: Computing arbitrary closure
systems when the closure operator comes along with a so-called weight function. The use of
weight functions for computing closure systems has not been discussed in the literature up to now.
Weight functions appear naturally in a variety of applications, include association rule mining,
functional dependencies in databases, conceptual clustering, ontology learning, transformation of
class hierarchies in object-oriented languages, and configuration space analysis in software re-
engineering.

We also introduce the notion of iceberg concept lattices. Iceberg concept lattices show only the
top-most part of a concept lattice. Iceberg concept lattices have different uses in KDD: as con-
ceptual clustering tool, as a visualization method, especially for very large databases, as a con-
densed representation of frequent itemsets, as a base of association rules, and as a visualization
tool for association rules.

In Section 2, we recall the basics of FCA. In Section 3, we introduce iceberg concept lattices
and explain their use as conceptual clustering method by an example. Section 4 provides the
theoretical foundation and gives a formal statement of the generalized problem of computing
closure systems using a weight function. The problem is split in several subtasks in Section 5, and
turned into pseudo-code in Section 6. In Section 7, we apply the algorithm to concept lattices and
iceberg concept lattices, and provide examples. Section 8 lists some typical applications. In
Section 9, we provide a complexity discussion and an experimental evaluation. Section 10 con-
cludes the article.

This article consolidates research presented in the workshop papers [39,40].
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2. Formal concept analysis

Since concepts are necessary for expressing human knowledge, any knowledge management
process benefits from a comprehensive formalization of concepts. FCA offers such a formalization
by mathematizing the concept of ‘concept’ as a unit of thought constituted of two parts: its ex-
tension and its intension [12,46]. This understanding of ‘concept’ is first mentioned explicitly in the
Logic of Port Royal [3] and has been established in the international standard ISO 704.

We recall the basics of FCA as far as they are needed for this paper. The definitions and
theorems in this subsection are quoted from [46]. A more extensive overview is given in [12].

To allow a mathematical description of extensions and intensions, FCA starts with a ðformalÞ
context. 1

Definition 1. A formal context is a triple K :¼ ðG;M ; IÞ where G andM are sets and I � G�M is
a binary relation. The elements of G are called objects and the elements of M attributes. The
inclusion ðg;mÞ 2 I is read ‘‘object g has attribute m’’. For A � G, we define

A0 :¼ fm 2 M j8g 2 A : ðg;mÞ 2 Ig;
and for B � M , we define dually

B0 :¼ fg 2 Gj8m 2 B : ðg;mÞ 2 Ig:
We assume, in this article, that all sets are finite, especially G and M.

Lemma 1. Let ðG;M ; IÞ be a context, A1, A2 � G sets of objects, and B1, B2 � M sets of attributes.
Then the following holds:

A1 � A2 ) A02 � A01 ð1Þ

B1 � B2 ) B02 � B01 ð1aÞ

A � A00 ð2Þ

B � B00 ð2aÞ

A0 ¼ A000 ð3Þ

B0 ¼ B000 ð3aÞ

A � B0 () B � A0 () A� B � I: ð4Þ

Definition 2. A formal concept is a pair ðA;BÞ with A � G, B � M , A0 ¼ B and B0 ¼ A. (This is
equivalent to A � G and B � M being maximal with A� B � I .) A is called extent and B is called
intent of the concept.

1 The notion of context has also been used in many other AI applications. See http://extractor.iit.nrc.ca/

bibliographies/context sensitive for references. In this paper, we always refer to the notion developed in FCA.
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The set BðKÞ of all concepts of a formal context K together with the partial order
ðA1;B1Þ6 ðA2;B2Þ:() A1 � A2 (which is equivalent to B1 � B2) is called concept lattice of K.

The following lemma shows, together with Lemma 1 (3a), that a concept lattice can be derived
from the set of its concept intents.

Lemma 2. Let K :¼ ðG;M ; IÞ be a formal context. Then
BðKÞ ¼ fðB0;B00ÞjB � Mg:

The fundamental theorem of FCA [46] shows that each concept lattice is a complete lattice, and
that the set of its intents is a closure system (see Section 5):

Theorem 3 (Fundamental Theorem of FCA). Let K :¼ ðG;M ; IÞ be a formal context. Then BðKÞ
is a complete lattice in which infima and suprema can be described as follows:

^
j2J
ðAj;BjÞ ¼

\
j2J
Aj;

[
j2J
Bj

 !000@ 1A;
_
j2J
ðAj;BjÞ ¼

[
j2J
Aj

 !00
;
\
j2J
Bj

0@ 1A
Conversely, if L is a complete lattice then L ffi BðKÞ if and only if there are mappings c : G! L and
l : M ! L such that cðGÞ is supremum-dense in L, lðMÞ is infimum-dense in L, and ðg;mÞ 2 L is
equivalent to cðgÞ6 lðmÞ, for all g 2 G and m 2 M . In particular, L ffi BðL; L; 6 Þ.

Example. As running example, we use the MUSHROOM database from the UCI KDD Archive
(http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/). It consists of a database with 8416 objects (MUSHROOMS) and 22
(nominally valued) attributes. We obtain a formal context by creating one (Boolean) attribute for
each of the 80 possible values of the 22 database attributes. The resulting formal context has thus
8416 objects and 80 attributes. In order to explain FCA by a small example, we restrict ourselves
first to a very limited sub-context, namely the first 10 objects, and 13 attributes. This restricted
formal context is shown in Fig. 1. A line diagram of its concept lattice is shown in Fig. 2.

In the line diagram, the name of an object g is always attached to the circle representing the
smallest concept with g in its extent; dually, the name of an attribute m is always attached to the
circle representing the largest concept with m in its intent. This allows us to read the context
relation from the diagram because an object g has an attribute m if and only if there is an as-
cending path from the circle labeled by g to the circle labeled by m. The extent of a concept
consists of all objects whose labels are below in the hierarchy, and the intent consists of all at-
tributes attached to concepts above in the hierarchy. For example, the concept without label in the
middle of the diagram has {MUSHROOM 3, MUSHROOM 4} as extent, and {edible, cap surface:
fibrous, cap shape:flat} as intent.

For X, Y � M , we say that the implication X ) Y holds in the context, if each object having all
attributes in X also has all attributes in Y (i.e., an implication is an association rule 2 with 100%

2 An association rule is a pair X ! Y with X, Y � M . Its support is defined by suppðX ! Y Þ :¼ ðjðX [ Y Þ0jÞ=jGj, and
its confidence by confðX ! Y Þ :¼ ðjðX [ Y Þ0jÞ=jX 0jÞ. See [1].
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confidence). For instance, the implication {cap shape: flat, cap surface:smooth}) {cap color:
buff, poisonous} holds in the context. (Of course it may not hold any longer when we enlarge the
set of objects under consideration.)

Implications can be read directly in the line diagram: the largest concept having both ‘cap
shape: flat’ and ‘cap surface: smooth’ in its intent is just the concept labeled by ‘cap color:
buff’––which on its turn lies below the concept labeled by ‘poisonous’. In the next section is
discussed how also association rules with less than 100% confidence can by visualized in the line
diagram.

Beside association rule mining, FCA has been applied in a wide range of application domains,
including medicine, psychology, social sciences, linguistics, information sciences, machine and

Fig. 1. Formal context about MUSHROOMS.

Fig. 2. The concept lattice of the context of Fig. 1.
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civil engineering etc. (cf. [43]). Over all, FCA has been used in more than 200 projects, both on
the scientific and the commercial level. For instance, FCA has been applied for analyzing data
of children with diabetes [34], for developing qualitative theories in music esthetics [23], for
managing emails [9], for database marketing [16], and for an IT security management sys-
tem [7].

3. Iceberg concept lattices

The previous example was unsatisfying insofar as it was restricted to a very small and––more
important––arbitrarily chosen set of objects. On the other hand, this restriction allowed us to
display the entire concept lattice. In the worst case, the size of a concept lattices is exponentially in
the size of the context. Hence for most applications one has to consider strategies (other than
arbitrarily reducing the context) for dealing with such large concept lattices.

In this paper, we present an approach based on frequent itemsets as known from data mining
[1]: Our iceberg concept lattices will consist only of the top-most concepts of the concept lattice.
These are the concepts which provide the most global structuring of the domain.

Definition 3. Let B � M , and let minsupp 2 ½0; 1�. The support count of the attribute set (also
called itemset) B in K is suppðBÞ :¼ jB0j=jGj. B is said to be a frequent attribute set if suppðBÞP
minsupp.

A concept is called frequent concept if its intent is frequent. The set of all frequent concepts of a
context K is called the iceberg concept lattice of the context K.

Because the support function is monotonously decreasing (i.e., B1 � B2 ) suppðB1ÞP
suppðB2Þ), the iceberg concept lattice is an order filter of the whole concept lattice, and thus in
general only a join-semi-lattice. But when we add a new bottom element, it becomes a lattice
again. This makes it possible to apply the same algorithm (which will be introduced in the fol-
lowing sections) for computing concept lattices and iceberg concept lattices. But before talking
about their computation, let us have a closer look to iceberg concept lattices:

Example. Now we consider the whole MUSHROOM database. Its concept lattice consists of 32,086
concepts, hence is by far too large to be displayed. But for a first glance, it is sufficient to see its
top-most part: Fig. 3 shows the MUSHROOM iceberg concept lattice for a minimum support of
85%.

In the diagram one can clearly see that all MUSHROOMS in the database have the attribute ‘veil
type: partial’. Furthermore the diagram tells us that the three next-most attributes are: ‘veil color:
white’ (with 97.62% support), ‘gill attachment: free’ (97.43%), and ‘ring number: one’ (92.30%).
There is no other attribute having a support higher than 85%. But even the combination of all
these four concepts is frequent (with respect to our threshold of 85%): 89.92% of all MUSHROOMS

in our database have one ring, a white partial veil, and free gills. This concept with a quite
complex description contains more objects than the concept described by the fifth-most attribute,
which has a support below our threshold of 85%, since it is not displayed in the diagram.
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In the diagram, we can detect the implication

fring number: one; veil color: whiteg ) fgill attachment: freeg:
It is indicated by the fact that there is no concept having ‘ring number: one’ and ‘veil color:

white’ (and ‘veil type: partial’) in its intent, but not ‘gill attachment: free’. This implication has a
support of 89.92% (and as it is an implication, a confidence of 100%). Unlike the implications in
Example 1 (which hold for the ten objects under consideration only), this implication is globally
valid, i.e., it does not change when we consider a different minimum support.

If we want to see more details, we have to decrease the minimum support. Fig. 4 shows the
MUSHROOM iceberg concept lattice for a minimum support of 70%. One observes that, of course,
its top-most part is just the iceberg lattice for minsupp¼ 85%. Additionally, we obtain five new
concepts, having the possible combinations of the next-most attribute ‘gill spacing: close’ (having

Fig. 3. Iceberg concept lattice of the MUSHROOM database with minsupp¼ 85%.

Fig. 4. Iceberg concept lattice of the MUSHROOM database with minsupp¼ 70%.
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support 81.08%) with the previous four attributes. The fact that the combination {veil type:
partial, gill attachment: free, gill spacing: close} is not realized as a concept intent indicates an-
other implication:

fgill attachment: free; gill spacing: closeg ) fveil color: whiteg ð�Þ
This implication has 78.52% support (the support of the most general concept having all three
attributes in its intent) and–– being an implication––100% confidence.

By further decreasing the minimum support, we discover more and more details. Fig. 5 shows
the MUSHROOMS iceberg concept lattice for a minimum support of 55%. It shows four more
partial copies of the 85% iceberg lattice, and three new, single concepts.

The MUSHROOMS example shows that iceberg concept lattices are suitable especially for
strongly correlated data. In Table 1, the size of the iceberg lattice (i.e., the number of all frequent
closed itemsets) is compared with the number of all frequent itemsets. It shows for instance, that,
for the minimum support of 55%, only 32 frequent closed itemsets are needed to provide all in-
formation about the support of all 116 frequent itemsets one obtains for the same threshold.

Fig. 5. Iceberg concept lattice of the MUSHROOM database with minsupp¼ 55%.
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The observation that the top-most part of the iceberg lattice appears partially again in com-
bination with other attributes can be used for an alternative visualization: Fig. 6 shows the iceberg
concept lattice as a nested line diagram. The diagram provides exactly the same information than
Fig. 5, but in a more structured way.

Each of the ‘satellites’ contains a partial copy of the top-most iceberg lattice. Only those
concepts are copied which are, together with the new attribute(s), still frequent. The lines of the
outer diagram have to be read as a bundle of parallel lines, linking corresponding concepts. For
instance, the concept on the right side of the diagram labeled by ‘78.80%’ is not only an immediate
subconcept of the one labeled by ‘81.08%, but also of the one labeled by ‘97.62%’.

The empty circles indicate unrealized concepts: They are still frequent, but all objects in an
unrealized concept share at least one more attribute. For instance, the unrealized concept on the
right side left of the concept labeled by ‘78.80%’ has as intent {gill spacing: close, gill attachment:
free, veil type: partial}. But implication (�) tells us that all objects having these attributes also have
the attribute ‘veil color: white’. Therefore, ‘veil color: white’ has to be in each realized concept
which contains the three other attributes. The largest of them is just the first realized concept
below: the one with 78.52% support. This way, each unrealized concept indicates an implication:
the attributes of its intent always imply all attributes in the intent of its largest realized subcon-
cept. For instance, the two unrealized concepts below the attribute ‘no bruises’ indicate the im-
plications

fno bruises; gill attachment: freeg ) fveil color: whiteg
fno bruises; veil color: whiteg ) fgill attachment: freeg

respectively, each having 57.22% support.
For attributes which are labeled at concepts having no subconcepts in the diagram, we cannot

decide whether they are part of interesting implications. For instance, the diagram does not show
whether there is an implication having ‘stalk color below ring: white’ in its premise or conclusion
(other than the trivial implication {stalk color below ring: white}) {veil type: partial}). If there
are any such rules, then their support is below the actual minimum support of 55%. In order to
study them, the threshold has to be decreased further.

In the way nested line diagrams are introduced in [47], the attributes are grouped manually
according to their semantics. Related attributes are grouped together. This usually involves a
human expert to decide which attributes are related. The support function, on the other hand,
allows an automatic grouping: In Fig. 6, the inner diagram contains the top-most attributes,
the outer diagram the next-most attributes. The resulting diagram shows the most important

Table 1

Number of frequent closed itemsets and frequent itemsets for the MUSHROOMS example

Minsupp (%) # Frequent closed itemsets # Frequent itemsets

85 7 8

70 12 32

55 32 116

0 32.086 280
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attributes for structuring the domain. The knowledge engineer only has to fix the minimum
support thresholds for the different layers.

Observe that the iceberg concept lattices in this example are used for conceptual clustering, or
un-supervised learning. Our aim was to gain new insights about the MUSHROOMS in the database,
independent from a specific purpose. In particular, the aim was not to learn how to distinguish
between poisonous and edible MUSHROOMS. The question if and how iceberg concept lattices can
be used in such a supervised learning scenario is an interesting open problem.

Fig. 6. Nested line diagram of the iceberg concept lattice in Fig. 5.
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In general, cluster analysis comprises a set of unsupervised machine learning techniques which
split sets of objects into clusters (subsets) such that objects within a cluster are as similar as
possible while objects from different clusters are as different as possible. Conceptual clustering
techniques additionally aim at determining not only clusters, i.e., concept extensions, but to
provide at the same time intensional descriptions of these extensions [26,49]. This aim fits well
with the understanding of concepts formalized in FCA. Therefore FCA was considered as a
framework for conceptual clustering from the early 1990s on [8,27,37].

Compared to ‘usual’ clustering, conceptual clustering techniques pay their added value (the
intensional description) with increased computation time. In FCA, there exist basically three ways
to overcome this problem: local focusing (e.g., [8]), vertical reduction by conceptual scaling [12],
and horizontal reduction. Iceberg concept lattices are a horizontal approach to reduce the amount
of information (and the computation time) of a concept lattice. In comparison to other conceptual
clustering approaches, iceberg concept lattices have structural properties which can be stated
explicitly: they do not depend on diverse parameters (except the minimum support threshold)
whose semantics are often difficult to interpret, nor on the order in which the input is presented to
the algorithm, nor on any particularities of the implementation. Another distinction to other
hierarchical clustering results is that they allow for multiple hierarchies (and not only for trees), so
that all potentially interesting specialization paths are contained in the resulting hierarchy.

Up to now, we have discussed the use of iceberg concept lattices as a conceptual clustering
technique, equipped with a visualization method, which is very well suited especially for analyzing
very large databases containing strongly correlated data. Now we briefly discuss some more uses
of iceberg concept lattices in KDD.

3.1. A condensed representation of frequent itemsets

The computation of frequent attribute sets (itemsets) is the first (and most expensive) step in the
computation of association rules. One reason is that one needs to count the support for each
itemset. By using the fact that suppðBÞ ¼ suppðB00Þ, for B � M , we can derive the supports of all
itemsets from the supports of the frequent concept intents only. In strongly correlated data, only
relatively few of the frequent itemsets are also concept intents. Hence only few support counts
have to be effected in the database. This is used for the PASCAL algorithm [5] which is related to
TITANIC, and which efficiently computes frequent itemsets.

3.2. A starting point for computing bases of association rules

One problem in mining association rules is the large number of rules which are usually re-
turned. In [4] and [41], different bases for association rules are introduced, which prune redundant
rules, but from which all valid rules can still be derived. The computation of the bases does not
require all frequent itemsets, but only frequent concept intents.

3.3. A visualizing technique for association rules

We have already discussed how implications (i.e., association rules with 100% confidence) can
be read from the line diagram. The Luxenburger basis for approximate association rules (i.e.,
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association rules with less than 100% confidence), which is presented in [41], can also be visualized
directly in the line diagram of an iceberg concept lattice. The Luxenburger basis is derived from
[22]. It contains only those rules B1 ! B2 where B1 and B2 are frequent concept intents and where
the concept ðB01;B1Þ is an immediate subconcept of ðB02;B2Þ. Hence there corresponds to each
approximate rule in the Luxenburger base exactly one edge in the line diagram. Fig. 7 visualizes
all rules in the Luxenburger basis for minsupp¼ 70% and minconf¼ 95%. For instance, the
rightmost arrow stands for the association rule {veil color: white, gill spacing: close}!{gill
attachment: free}, which holds with a confidence of 99.6%. Its support is the support of the
concept the arrow is pointing to: 78.52%, as shown in Fig. 4. Edges without label indicate that
the confidence of the rule is below the minimum confidence threshold. The visualization technique
is described in more detail in [41]. In comparison with other visualization techniques for associ-
ation rules (as for instance implemented in the IBM Intelligent Miner), the visualization of the
Luxenburger basis within the iceberg concept lattice benefits of the smaller number of rules to be
represented (without loss of information!), and of the presence of a ‘reading direction’ provided by
the concept hierarchy.

4. Computing closure systems: the problem

Instead of giving an algorithm for computing (iceberg) concept lattices, we provide an algo-
rithm for a more general task: computing closure systems using a weight function. The reason is
that closure systems are important in a variety of applications. Some example applications are
given in Section 8. In this section, we formally state the problem, and in the next section, we
present our approach. Its efficiency is discussed in Section 9.

First, we recall the definition of closure systems:

Fig. 7. Visualization of the Luxenburger basis for minsupp¼ 70% and minconf¼ 95%.
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Definition 4. A closure system on a set M is a subset H of the powerset PðMÞ of M which
contains the set M and which is closed under arbitrary intersections. A closure operator on a set
M is a function h : PðMÞ ! PðMÞ which is

• extensive: X � hðX Þ
• monotonous: X � Y ) hðX Þ � hðY Þ
• and idempotent: hðhðX ÞÞ ¼ hðX Þ.

It is well-known that closure operators and closure systems are equivalent: For each closure
operator h, the setHh :¼ fX � M jhðX Þ ¼ Xg is a closure system onM; for each closure systemH
the function hH : PðMÞ ! PðMÞ with X 7!

T
H2H;H�X H is a closure operator; and the following

two equations hold: HhH ¼H and hHh ¼ h.
Lemma 1 and Theorem 3 show that the set of all intents of a context ðG;M ; IÞ is a closure

system on M, and that B 7!B00 is the corresponding closure operator. Thus computing concept
lattices is a special case of the following, more general task.

Let h be a closure operator on a finite set M. The task is to determine efficiently the closure
system Hh related to the closure operator h when there exists a weight function compatible with
the closure operator:

Definition 5. A weight function on PðMÞ is a function s : PðMÞ ! P from the powerset ofM to a
totally ordered set ðP ; 6 Þ having a largest element smax. For a set X � M , sðX Þ is called the weight
of X. The weight function is compatible with a closure operator h if

(i) X � Y ) sðX ÞP sðY Þ,
(ii) hðX Þ ¼ hðY Þ ) sðX Þ ¼ sðY Þ,
(iii) X � Y ^ sðX Þ ¼ sðY Þ ) hðX Þ ¼ hðY Þ.

Remark. In the sequel, we will consider ðP ; 6 Þ to be the interval [0,1] in the real numbers, but the
theory presented in this paper can be applied to arbitrary totally ordered sets.

Remark. If X � Y ) sðX Þ6 sðY Þ holds instead of (i) (as, e.g., for functional dependencies), then
all ‘min’ in the sequel have to be replaced by ‘max’.

Now we can formally state the problem:

Problem. Let h be a closure operator on a finite setM, and let s be a compatible weight function.
Determine the closure system Hh related to the closure operator h by using the weight function s.

5. Computing closure systems based on weights

We discuss the problem of computing the closure system by using a weight function in three
parts:
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(1) How can we compute the closure of a given set using the weight function only, and not the
closure operator?

(2) How can we compute the closure system by computing as few closures as possible?
(3) Since the weight function is usually not stored explicitly, how can we derive the weights of as

many sets as possible from the weights already computed?

Questions 2 and 3 are not independent from each other. Hence we will not provide an optimal
answer for each of them, but one which improves the overall benefit.

5.1. Weight-based computation of closures

We use the constraints on the function s for determining the closure of a set by comparing its
weight with the weights of its immediate supersets.

Proposition 4. Let X � M . Then

hðX Þ ¼ X [ fm 2 M n X jsðX Þ ¼ sðX [ fmgÞg:

Proof. ‘‘�’’: Suppose that there exists m 2 hðX Þ n X with sðX Þ 6¼ sðX [ fmgÞ. Then hðX Þ 6¼
hðX [ fmgÞ by condition 2 of Definition 5. Hence m 62 hðX Þ. Contradiction.

‘‘�’’: Let m 2 M n X with sðX Þ ¼ sðX [ fmgÞ. Then hðX Þ ¼ hðX [ fmgÞ by condition 3 of
Definition 5. Hence m 2 hððX [ fmgÞÞ ¼ hðX Þ. �

Hence if we know the weights of all sets, then we can compute the closure operator (! Al-
gorithm 3, steps 3–7). 3 In Section 5.2 we discuss for which sets it is necessary to compute the
closure in order to obtain all closed sets. In Section 6 we discuss how the weights needed for those
computations can be determined.

5.2. A level-wise approach for computing all closed sets

One can now compute the closure system H by applying Proposition 4 to all subsets X of M.
But this is not efficient, since many closed sets will be determined several times.

Definition 6. We define an equivalence relation h on the powerset PðMÞ of M by ðX ; Y Þ 2
h : () hðX Þ ¼ hðY Þ, for X, Y � M . The equivalence class of X is given by ½X � :¼ fY �
M jðX ; Y Þ 2 hg.

If we knew the equivalence relation h in advance, it would be sufficient to compute the closure
for one set of each equivalence class only. But since we have to determine the relation during the
computation, we have to consider more than one element of each class in general. As known from
algorithms for mining association rules, we will use a level-wise approach.

3 In this section, we give some references to the algorithms in the following section. These references can be skipped

at the first reading.
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Definition 7. A k-set is a subset X of M with jX j ¼ k. it For X � PðMÞ, we define Xk :¼
fX 2 XjX is k-setg. For X ¼ PðMÞ, we also write PkðMÞ for Xk.

At the kth iteration, the weights of all k-sets which remained from the pruning strategy de-
scribed below are determined; and the closures of all (k � 1)-sets which passed the pruning in the
(k � 1)th iteration are computed.

The first sets of an equivalence class that we reach using such a level-wise approach are the
minimal sets in the class.

Definition 8. A set X � M is a key set (or minimal generator) if X is minimal (with respect to set
inclusion) in [X]. The set of all key sets is denoted by K.

We have H ¼ fhðX ÞjX 2Kg, because there is at least one key set in each equivalence class
of h. Hence it is sufficient to compute the closures of all key sets.

In a sense the key sets are the first sets one reaches when traversing the powerset PðMÞ level-
wise.

Proposition 5. The setK is an order ideal of ðPðMÞ;�Þ; i.e., Y 2K and X � Y implies X 2K, for
all X, Y � M .

Proof. Let X � Y and X be a non-key set. Then exists a minimal Z 2 ½X � with Z � X . 4 From
hðZÞ ¼ hðX Þ it follows hðY Þ ¼ hðY n ðX n ZÞÞ. Hence Y is not minimal in [Y] and thus by definition
not a key set. �

The definition of an order ideal is equivalent to X 62K, X � Y ) Y 62K, for all X, Y � M .
This allows to use a pruning strategy for determining the key sets. Originally the strategy we are
going to apply was presented in [2], but only for a special case: as a heuristic for determining all
frequent sets (which are, in our terminology, all sets with weights above a user-defined threshold).
We recall this strategy, and show that it can be applied to arbitrary order ideals of the powerset
of M.

Definition 9. Let I be an order ideal of PðMÞ. A candidate set for I it is a subset ofM such that
all its proper subsets are in I.

The definition is justified by the fact that all combinations of the candidate sets can appear as
(k þ 1)th level of an order ideal for which the first k levels are known. This statement is the subject
of the first part of the following lemma. The second part states that non-candidate sets cannot
appear at the (k þ 1)th level.

Lemma 6. Let X � PkðMÞ, and let Y be the set of all candidate ðk þ 1Þ-sets for the order ideal
# X :¼ fY 2 PðMÞj9X 2 X : Y � Xg (i.e., the order ideal generated by X).

4 We use X � Y to say that X � Y and X 6¼ Y .
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(1) For each subset Z of Y, there exists an order ideal I of PðMÞ with Ik ¼ X and Ikþ1 ¼Z.
(2) For each order ideal I of PðMÞ with Ik ¼ X the inclusion Ikþ1 � Y holds.

Proof. 1. Let I :¼ ð# XÞ [Z. Let Y 2 I and X � Y . We have to show that X 2 I. If Y 2# X
then X 2# X � I because # X is an order ideal. If Y 2Z then X 2# X � I by Definition 9.

2. Suppose that there exists Y 2 Ikþ1 nY. As Y 62 Y, there exists X � Y with jX j ¼ k and
X 62 Ik. Hence Y 62 Ikþ1. Contradiction. �

The efficient generation of the set of all candidate sets for the next level is described in the
following proposition (! Algorithm 2). We assume that M is linearly ordered, e.g., M ¼
f1; . . . ; ng.

Proposition 7. Let X � Pk�1ðMÞ. LeteCC :¼ x1ff < x2 < . . . < xkgjfx1; . . . ; xk�2; xk�1g; fx1; . . . ; xk�2; xkg 2 Xg;
and

C :¼ X 2 eCCj8x 2 X : X n fxg 2 X
n o

:

Then C ¼ X 2 PkðMÞjX is candidate set for # Xf g.

Proof. The definition of C is equivalent to C :¼ fx 2 eCC jX is candidate set for # Xg. Hence it
remains to show that all candidate sets are included in eCC . Let X be a candidate set, and let
X ¼ fx1; . . . ; xkg with x1 < � � � < xk. Since X is a candidate set, all its proper subsets are in # X,
especially the two sets fx1; . . . ; xk�2; xk�1g and fx1; . . . ; xk�2; xkg. Since they have cardinality k, they
are also in X. Hence X 2 I by definition of eCC . �

Unlike in the Apriori algorithm [2], in our application the pruning of a set cannot be deter-
mined by its properties alone, but properties of its subsets (i.e., their weights) have to be taken into
account as well. This causes an additional step in the generation function (! Algorithm 2, step 5)
compared to the version presented in [2]. Based on this additional step, at each iteration the non-
key sets among the candidate sets are pruned (! Algorithm 1, step 8) by using (2) of the following
proposition.

Proposition 8. Let X � M .

(1) Let m 2 X . Then X 2 ½X n fmg� if and only if sðX Þ ¼ sðX n fmgÞ.
(2) X is a key set if and only if sðX Þ 6¼ min sðX n fmgÞjm 2 Xf g.

Proof. 1. The ‘‘if’’ part follows from Definition 5 (iii), the ‘‘only if’’ part from Definition 5 (ii).
2. From 1 we deduce that X is a key set if and only if sðX Þ 6¼ sðX n fmgÞ, for all m 2 X . Since

s is a monotonous decreasing function, this is equivalent to 2. �

A candidate set X is hence pruned when sðX Þ ¼ minfsðX n fmgÞjm 2 Xg holds.
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5.3. Deriving weights from already known weights

If we reach a k-set which is known not to be a key set, then we already passed along at least one
of the key sets in its equivalence class in an earlier iteration. Hence we already know its weight.
Using the following proposition, we determine this weight by using only weights already computed.

Proposition 9. If X is not a key set, then

sðX Þ ¼ minfsðKÞjK 2K;K � Xg:

Proof. ‘‘P ’’: Let K be a key set with KhX and K � X . Then sðX Þ ¼ sðKÞP minfsðKÞjK 2
K;K � Xg.

‘‘6 ’’: Suppose that there exists K 2K with K � X and sðKÞ < sðX Þ. Then K 6� X by Defini-
tion 5, (i). Contradiction. �

Hence it is sufficient to compute the weights of the candidate sets only (by calling a function
depending on the specific application ! Algorithm 1, step 7). All other weights can be derived
from those weights.

Now we are able to put all pieces together and to turn them into an algorithm.

6. The TITANIC algorithm

The pseudo-code is given in Algorithm 1. A list of notations is provided in Table 2.

Algorithm 1. [TITANIC]

1) WEIGHT ðf;gÞ;
2) K0  f;g;
3) k  1;
4) forall m 2 M do fmg:p s ;:s;
5) C ffmgjm 2 Mg;
6) loop begin
7) WEIGHðCÞ;
8) forall X 2Kk�1 do X :closure CLOSUREðX Þ;
9) Kk  fX 2 CjX :s 6¼ X :p sg;
10) if Kk ¼ ; then exit loop;
11) k þþ;
12) C TITANIC-GENðKk�1Þ;
13) end loop;
14) return

Sk�1
i¼0 fX :closurejX 2Kig.

The algorithm starts with determining the weight of the empty set (step 1) and stating that it is
always a key set (step 2). Then all 1-sets are candidate sets by definition (steps 4 and 5).

In later iterations, the candidate k-sets are determined by the function TITANIC-GEN (step 12
, Algorithm 2) which is (except step 5) a straight-forward implementation of Proposition 7. The
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result of step 5 of Algorithm 2 will be used in step 9 of Algorithm 1 for pruning the non-key sets
according to Proposition 8 (2).

Algorithm 2. (TITANIC-GEN)

Input: Kk�1, the set of key ðk � 1Þ-sets K with their weight K:s.
Output: C, the set of candidate k-sets C with the values C:p s :¼ minfsðC n fmgjm 2 Cg.
The variables p s assigned to the sets fm1; . . . ;mkg which are generated in step 1 are initialized by
fm1; . . . ;mkg:p s smax.

1) C ffm1 < m2 < � � � < mkgjfm1; . . . ;mk�2;mk�1g; fm1; . . . ;mk�2;mkg 2Kk�1g;
2) forall X 2 C do begin
3) forall ðk � 1Þ-subsets S of X do begin
4) if S 62Kk�1 then begin C C n fXg; exit forall; end;
5) X :p s minðX :p s; S:sÞ;
6) end;
7) end;
8) return C.

Once the candidate k-sets are determined, the function WEIGH(X) is called to compute, for
each X 2 X, the weight of X and stores it in the variable X :s (step 7).

Remark. In the case of concept lattices, WEIGH determines the weights (i.e., the supports) of all
X 2 X with a single pass of the context (see Section 7.1). This is the reason why we call the
function WEIGH for a set of sets instead of calling it for each set separately. In general, computing
the weights of different sets simultaneously may or may not be more efficient than doing it sep-
arately, depending on the application.

Algorithm 3. (CLOSURE (X) for X 2Kk�1)

1) Y  X ;
2) forall m 2 X do Y  Y [ ðX n fmgÞ :closure;
3) forall m 2 M n Y do begin
4) if X [ fmg 2 C then s ðX [ fmgÞ : s
5) else s minfK : sjK 2K;K � X [ fmgg;
6) if s ¼ X : s then Y  Y [ fmg
7) end;
8) return Y.

Table 2

Notations used in TITANIC

k The counter which indicates the current iteration. In the kth iteration, all key k-sets are determined.

Kk Contains after the kth iteration all key k-sets K together with their weight K:s and their closure K.closure.

C Stores the candidate k-sets C together with a counter C:p s which stores the minimum of the weights of all

ðk � 1Þ-subsets of C. The counter is used in step 9 to prune all non-key sets.
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For those sets which remained from the pruning (step 9) in the previous pass (and which are
now known to be key sets), their closures are computed (step 8 , Algorithm 3). The CLOSURE

function (Algorithm 3) is a straight-forward implementation of Proposition 4 (steps 3–7) and
Proposition 9 (step 5) plus an additional optimization (step 2).

In step 9 of Algorithm 1, all candidate k-sets which are not key sets are pruned according to
Proposition 8 (2). Algorithm 1 terminates, if there are no key k-sets left (step 10). Otherwise the
next iteration begins (step 11).

The correctness of the algorithm is proved by the theorems in the previous section. Examples
for the algorithm are given in Section 7.

7. Computing (Iceberg) concept lattices with TITANIC

In the sequel we will show that, for a given formal context, the support function fulfills the
conditions of Definition 5 for being compatible to the closure operator hðX Þ :¼ X 00. Hence
computing concept lattices is a typical application of the problem. We will also discuss how to
modify the closure operator such that the problem description applies to iceberg concept lattices
as well.

We demonstrate the TITANIC algorithm by two examples: computing a concept lattice,
and computing an iceberg concept lattice. For other applications (for instance those listed in
Section 8), only the WEIGH function has to be adapted.

7.1. Computation of concept lattices

In the following, we will use the composed function B 7!B00, for B � M . It is (by Theorem 3) a
closure operator on M. The related closure system (i.e., the set of all B � M with B00 ¼ B) is by
Lemma 2 exactly the set of the intents of all concepts of the context. The structure of the concept
lattice is hence already determined by this closure system. Therefore we restrict ourselves to the
computation of the closure system of all concept intents in the sequel. The computation makes
extensive use of the support function introduced in Definition 3. We show that the support
function fulfills the conditions of Definition 5.

Lemma 10. Let X ; Y � M .

(1) X � Y ) suppðX ÞP suppðY Þ.
(2) X 00 ¼ Y 00 ) suppðX Þ ¼ suppðY Þ.
(3) X � Y ^ suppðX Þ ¼ suppðY Þ ) X 00 ¼ Y 00.

Proof. 1. Let X � Y . Then Y 0 � X 0 by Lemma 1, which implies

suppðY Þ ¼ jY
0j
jGj 6

jX 0j
jGj ¼ suppðX Þ:

2. XhY () X 00 ¼ Y 00 () X 000 ¼ Y 000 () X 0 ¼ Y 0 ) sðX Þ ¼ jX 0jjGj ¼
jY 0j
jGj ¼ sðY Þ.
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Algorithm 4. (The WEIGH algorithm for concept lattics)

1) forall X 2 X do X : s 0;
2) forall g 2 G do
3) forall X 2 subsetsðg0;XÞ do X : sþþ;
4) forall X 2 X do X :s X : s

jGj ;

3. suppðX Þ ¼ suppðY Þ implies jX 0j ¼ jY 0j, and X � Y implies X 0 � Y 0. Hence X 0 ¼ Y 0, since X 0
and Y 0 are finite. It follows X 00 ¼ Y 00. �

Corollary 11. The support count is a weight function which is compatible with the closure operator
X 7!X 00.

Thus we can use TITANIC for computing concept lattices. In this special application, we can
benefit from two optimizations:

(1) In Algorithm 1, we can––in the case of (iceberg) concept lattices––replace step 1 by

10Þ ;:s 1

since we know that suppð;Þ ¼ 1. We avoid one call of the WEIGH function.
(2) For concept lattices, WEIGH determines the weights, that is, the supports, of all X 2 X with a

single pass over the context. This is (together with the fact that only maxfjX jjX �
M is candidate setg passes are needed) the reason for the efficiency of TITANIC. The WEIGH

algorithm for concept lattices is given in Algorithm 4. SUBSETSðY ;XÞ returns, for Y � M and
X � PðMÞ, all X 2 X with Y � X . It uses a tree structure with hash tables (as described in
[30]) to efficiently encode X.

Fig. 8. Example for the TITANIC algorithm.
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Example. For explaining how TITANIC works, we will use the mushroom example in Fig. 1 again,
but will reduce it further to the first five attributes (see Fig. 8).

In the first pass, the algorithm deals with the empty set and all 1-sets. It returns the results for
k ¼ 0 and k ¼ 1:

k ¼ 0:

k ¼ 1:

Then the algorithm repeats the loop for k ¼ 2, 3, and 4:

k ¼ 2:

Step 1 Step 2

X X :s X 2Kk?

; 1 Yes

Steps 4þ 5 Step 7 Step 9

X X :p s X :s X 2Kk?

feg 1 6=10 Yes
fpg 1 4=10 Yes
fcg 1 4=10 Yes
flg 1 6=10 Yes
fig 1 7=10 Yes

Step 8 returns: ;:closure ;.

Step 12 Step 7 Step 9

X X :p s X :s X 2Kk?

fe; pg 4=10 0 Yes
fe; cg 4=10 4=10 No
fe; lg 6=10 2=10 Yes
fe; ig 6=10 4=10 Yes
fp; cg 4=10 0 Yes
fp; lg 4=10 4=10 No
fp; ig 4=10 3=10 Yes
fc; lg 4=10 0 Yes
fc; ig 4=10 2=10 Yes
fl; ig 6=10 5=10 Yes

Step 8 returns: feg:closure feg, fpg:closure fp; lg, fcg:closure fc; eg, flg:closure flg
fig:closure fig.
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k ¼ 3:

k ¼ 4:

Finally the algorithm collects all concept intents (step 14):

;; feg; fp; lg; fc; eg; flg; fig; fe; p; c; l; ig; fe; l; ig; fe; ig; fp; l; ig; fe; c; ig; fl; ig

(which are exactly the intents of the concepts of the concept lattice in Fig. 8). The algorithm
determined the support of 5þ 10þ 3 ¼ 18 attribute sets in three passes of the database.

7.2. Equipping TITANIC for iceberg concept lattices

The structure of an iceberg concept lattice is determined by the semi-lattice of its frequent
intents. If we add the set M (which is not frequent in general) to the set of frequent intents, it
becomes a closure system. Lemma 12 presents its closure operator.

Lemma 12. Let K :¼ ðG;M ; IÞ be a context, and let min supp 2 ½0; 1�. The set F :¼ fB � M j
ðA;BÞ 2 BðKÞ; suppðBÞP min suppg [ fMg is a closure system on M. Its closure operator is given
by hðX Þ :¼ X 00 if suppðX ÞP min supp and hðX Þ :¼ M else. The weight function sðX Þ :¼ suppðX Þ if
suppðX ÞP min supp and sðX Þ :¼ �1 else is compatible with the closure operator.

Proof. ~FF :¼ fB � M jsuppðBÞP min suppg [ fMg is a closure system, since it is closed under
arbitrary intersections. IntðKÞ :¼ fB � M jðA;BÞ 2 BðKÞg is a closure system by Theorem 3.

Hence F is––as intersection of the two closure systems fFF and IntðKÞ––also a closure system.
Verifying that h is the related closure operator and that s is compatible is straightforward. �

The lemma shows that the TITANIC algorithm as presented in Section 6 can directly be applied
to iceberg concept lattices. However we can benefit from the fact that weight �1 indicates that the
closure of the set is the whole set M. In this case we can improve the algorithm. The improved
version is discussed now.

Step 12 returns the empty set. Hence there is nothing to WEIGH in step 7. Step 9 sets K4 equal
to the empty set; and in step 10, the loop is exited.

Step 8 returns: fp; c; ig:closure fe; p; c; l; ig, fc; l; ig:closure fe; p; c; l; ig.

Step 12 Step 7 Step 9

X X :p s X :s X 2Kk?

fe; l; ig 2=10 2=10 No
fp; c; ig 4=10 0 Yes
fc; l; ig 4=10 0 Yes

Step 8 returns: fe; pg:closure fe; p; c; l; ig, fe; lg:closure fe; l; ig, fe; ig:closure fe; ig, fp; cg:
closure fe; p; c; l; ig, fp; ig:closure fp; l; ig, fc; lg:closure fe; p; c; l; ig,
fc; ig:closure fe; c; ig, fl; ig:closure fl; ig.
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Algorithm 5. (TITANIC improved for iceberg concept lattices)

1) ; : s 1;
2) K0  f;g;
3) k  1;
4) forall m 2 M do fmg :p s ; : s;
5) C ffmgjm 2 Mg;
6) loop begin
7) WEIGH ðCÞ;
8) forall X 2Kk�1 do X :closure closureðX Þ;
9) Kk  fX 2 CjX : s 6¼ X :p sg;
10) if fX 2KkjX : s 6¼ �1g ¼ ; then exit loop;
11) k þþ;
12) C TITANIC-GENðKk�1Þ;
13) end loop;
14) return

Sk�1
i¼0 fX :closurejX 2Ki;X : s 6¼ �1g.

Algorithm 6. (TITANIC-GEN improved for iceberg concept lattices)

Input: Kk�1, the set of key ðk � 1Þ-sets K with their support K:s.
Output: C, the set of candidate k-sets C with the values C:p s :¼ minfsðC n fmgjm 2 Cg.
The variables p s assigned to the sets fm1; . . . ;mkg which are generated in step 1 are initialized by
fm1; . . . ;mkg:p s 1.

1) C ffm1 < m2 < . . . < mk�1 < mkgjfm1; . . . ;mk�2;mk�1g; fm1; . . . ;
mk�2;mkg 2 fK 2Kk�1jK:s 6¼ �1gg;

2) forall X 2 C do begin
3) forall ðk � 1Þ-subsets S of X do begin
4) if S 62Kk�1 or S:s ¼ �1 then begin C C n fXg; exit forall; end;
5) X :p s minðX :p s; S:sÞ;
6) end;
7) end;
8) return C.

Algorithm 7. (closure for iceberg conept lattices)

1) if X :s ¼ �1 then return M;
2) Y  X ;
3) forall m 2 X do Y  Y [ ðX n fmgÞ.closure;
4) forall m 2 M n Y do begin
5) if X [ fmg 2 C then s ðX [ fmgÞ:s
6) else s minfK:sjK 2K;K � X [ fmgg;
7) if s ¼ X :s then Y  Y [ fmg
8) end;
9) return Y.
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Algorithm 5 differs from Algorithm 1 in steps 1, 10, and 14; Algorithm 6 differs from Algorithm
2 in steps 1 and 4; and Algorithm 7 is extending Algorithm 3 by step 1. We discuss these dif-
ferences step by step:

• Algorithm 5, step 1: See the remark about the first optimization in Section 7.1.
• Algorithm 5, step 10: The loop can be exited when no or only infrequent key sets remain, as they

are not used for generating candidate sets in the next iteration (see Algorithm 6, step 1).
• Algorithm 5, step 14: The algorithm returns only frequent intents, i.e. only closures of frequent

key sets.
• Algorithm 6, step 1: Only frequent key sets are used to construct new candidate sets. See next

item.
• Algorithm 6, step 4: S is a candidate set only if all ðk � 1Þ-subsets of S are frequent key sets,

because sets containing an infrequent key set are known not to be key sets.
• Algorithm 7, step 1: If the weight of a set is �1, its closure must be M by Lemma 12.

As before, the function weighðXÞ determines, in one pass of the context, for each X 2 X the
support of X and stores it in the variable X :s. If sðX Þ < minsupp, then WEIGH returns X :s �1.

Example. Although TITANIC only needs three passes of the database to compute the iceberg
lattice in Fig. 3 (and four passes for the one in Fig. 5), we decided not to use it as example for
explaining the mechanism of TITANIC for iceberg lattices. The reason is, that at the first pass the
algorithm has to handle 80 candidate itemsets of size one. Of course, this is no problem in praxis,
but is too large for demonstration purposes. Therefore we reuse the context in Fig. 8, and show
the computation of its iceberg concept lattice for minsupp¼ 30%.

In the first pass, the algorithm deals with the empty set and all 1-sets. It returns the results for
k ¼ 0 and k ¼ 1. As no infrequent sets are considered here, the results are exactly the same as in
Example 7.1:

k ¼ 0:

k ¼ 1:

Step 1 Step 2

X X :s X 2Kk?

; 1 Yes

Steps 4þ 5 Step 7 Step 9

X X :p s X :s X 2Kk?

feg 1 6=10 Yes
fpg 1 4=10 Yes
fcg 1 4=10 Yes
flg 1 6=10 Yes
fig 1 7=10 Yes

Step 8 returns: ;:closure ;.
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Then the algorithm repeats the loop for k ¼ 2. Here, the first infrequent sets are reached:

k ¼ 2:

Remark. As the weight of the key sets fe; pg, fe; lg, fc; lg, and fc; ig is �1, we know that these sets
are infrequent (with respect to our minimum support threshold of 30%). In the corresponding
closure system, they will hence generate the whole setM. These infrequent key sets are important
if we want to provide a basis for association rules. See [41] for details. If our aim is conceptual
clustering, we can neglect these infrequent key sets and can improve the performance of the al-
gorithm by modifying step 9 in Algorithm 5 to

9a) Kk  fX 2 CjX :s 6¼ X :p s and X :s 6¼ 1g.

This would yield ‘yes’ instead of ‘no’ in the last column for the five sets mentioned above.

k ¼ 3:

Finally the algorithm collects all frequent concept intents (step 14):

;; feg; fp; lg; fc; eg; flg; fig; fe; ig; fp; l; ig; fl; ig
The resulting concept iceberg lattice is shown in Fig. 9.

Step 12 Step 7 Step 9

X X :p s X :s X 2Kk?

fe; pg 4=10 �1 Yes
fe; cg 4=10 4=10 No
fe; lg 6=10 �1 Yes
fe; ig 6=10 4=10 Yes
fp; cg 4=10 �1 Yes
fp; lg 4=10 4=10 No
fp; ig 4=10 3=10 Yes
fc; lg 4=10 �1 Yes
fc; ig 4=10 �1 Yes
fl; ig 6=10 5=10 Yes

Step 8 returns: feg:closure feg, fpg:closure fp; lg, fcg:closure fc; eg, flg:closure flg,
fig:closure fig.

Step 12 returns the empty set (because of the condition K:s 6¼ �1 in step 1 of Algorithm 2).
Hence there is nothing to WEIGH in step 7. Step 9 setsK3 equal to the empty set; and in step 10,
the loop is exited.

Step 8 returns: fe; pg:closure M , fe; lg:closure M , fe; ig:closure fe; ig, fp; cg:closure 
M , fp; ig:closure fp; l; ig, fc; lg:closure M , fc; ig:closure M , fl; ig:closure fl; ig.
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8. Some typical applications

In Section 3, we have already discussed the use of (iceberg) concept lattices for knowledge
discovery and conceptual clustering. Here we present two examples, in which iceberg concept
lattices have been applied.

8.1. Database marketing

The purpose of database marketing is the study of customers and their buying behavior in
order to create and validate marketing strategies. In [16], the use of iceberg concept lattices for
database marketing in a Swiss department store is discussed in more detail. In that scenario, the
object set G consists of all customers of the warehouse paying by credit card, and the attribute set
M consists of attributes describing the customers (e.g., ‘lives in Western Switzerland’) and their
buying behavior (e.g., ‘has spent more than 1000 Swiss francs in the last year’). For a given set X
of attributes, the weight function returns the number of customers fulfilling all attributes in X. By
decreasing the minimum support, one can study the customer behavior in more and more detail.
In Fig. 10, for instance, the customers of the warehouse are clustered according to their year of
birth. The minimum support threshold is set to 0.3, i.e., all concepts whose extents do not
comprise at least 30% of all customers, are pruned.

Fig. 9. Iceberg concept lattice for the context in Fig. 8 for minsupp¼ 30%.

Fig. 10. Iceberg concept lattice for customers clustered by their year of birth.
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8.2. Ontology learning

Ontologies are ‘‘explicit specification(s) of a conceptualization’’ [15]. They usually consist of a
set of concepts (not to be confused with formal concepts from FCA), a hierarchical is-a relation
and other (non-hierarchical) relations between the concepts, and eventually axioms describing
constraints on the relations and concepts. One task in learning ontologies from data is the con-
struction of the is-a hierarchy. Suppose that the concepts are already learned (e.g., by applying
linguistic and statistical methods [24]) and stored in the set M. The set G contains instances,
or documents annotated with the concepts. The relation I indicates if an instance belongs to a
concept, or if a document is annotated with a concept. In [38], this approach has been used in
FCA–MERGE, a technique for supporting the merging of ontologies. There, TITANIC uses the
weight function which assigns to a set X of ontology concepts the number of documents/instances
related to all concepts in X. The resulting iceberg concept lattice provides an is-a hierarchy on the
set of the ontology concepts. Additionally, it suggests new concepts which may simplify the
structure of the concept hierarchy.

The use of (iceberg) concept lattices is not only restricted to knowledge discovery. Here we give
some more examples of typical applications, in which FCA has been successfully applied in the
past (before the introduction of TITANIC). Their purpose is to show that the weight function
(whose existence is a necessary condition for the applicability of TITANIC) naturally appears in a
wide variety of domains.

8.3. Configuration space analysis

In software re-engineering, one task is to analyze the source code of a given program where no
(or relatively few) documentation is given. In [19], the use of FCA for analyzing the configuration
space of C++ programs is discussed. In the described scenario, iceberg concept lattices could be
introduced quite naturally. The set G of objects contains the lines of code, the set M consists
basically of the C++ preprocessor symbols which appear in the code, and the relation I indi-
cates which lines of code are governed by which preprocessor symbols. Instead of computing the
whole concept lattice, one can restrict the computation to the top-level groupings of code pieces
by using TITANIC. The weight function returns, for a set X of preprocessor symbols, the number
of lines of code which are governed by all preprocessor symbols in X.

8.4. Transformation of class hierarchies

In object-oriented languages, one aim is to simplify the class hierarchy according to a (number
of) given program(s). In [36], this problem has been attacked by using concept lattices. In the
scenario, the setM of attributes contains all data members and methods of a given class hierarchy,
and the set G of objects consists of all variables and pointers of the program(s). The relation I
basically indicates which variables and pointers are related to which data members and meth-
ods.The resulting concept lattice provides an improved hierarchy which can be used for re-
structuring the class hierarchy according to software engineering principles without the need to
modify the source code. The computation of the concept lattice can be done by using as weight
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function the function which returns, for a given set X of data members and methods, the number
of variables and pointers related to all elements in X.

Another situation where a weight function arises naturally in the computation of a closure
system is the following. This scenario is more difficult to state in terms of a formal context.

8.5. Discovery of functional dependencies

One important task of logical database tuning is the discovery of minimal functional depen-
dencies from database relations [17,21]. This is equivalent to computing a closure system on the
setM of all database attributes. The closed sets are just those which are closed under all functional
dependencies which hold in the database. TITANIC can be applied for this computation, using as
weight of a given attribute set X the minimal number of rows which have to be deleted from the
database such that X is closed under all functional dependencies which are valid for the re-
maining rows. This weight function is derived from the g3 measure introduced in [18]. For this
application, all ‘min’ in this paper have to be replaced by ‘max’ (refer to Remark 2).

9. Complexity and experimental evaluation

There are several algorithms known for computing concept lattices [11,14,28,29,31–33]. The
most efficient algorithm for practical applications at the best of our knowledge is Ganter’s Next-
Closure algorithm [11]; the algorithm with the best worst-case complexity is the one from Nourine
and Raynaud presented in [29]. The latter one substantiates in an efficient way an approach
proposed by Wille [46]. In this section, we will compare TITANIC with these two algorithms.

The problem of computing concept lattices has exponential worst-case complexity: The context
K :¼ ðf1; . . . ; ng; f1; . . . ; ng; 6¼Þ has n objects and n attributes, while its concept lattice BðKÞ has 2n
concepts. Therefore all three algorithms have an exponential complexity. However, for practical
purposes, it is interesting to examine the situation in more detail. In the sequel, we assume that
jM j6 jGj.

Ganter’s algorithm computes the concepts sequentially. In [11] is shown that the complexity for
computing one concept is in OðjGj � jM j2Þ, so that the overall complexity could be stated as
OðjBðKÞj � ðjGj � jM j2ÞÞ. For each concept, the context has to be accessed. If we consider addi-
tionally the access time db of the formal context (which can be significantly large when the context
is too large to be stored in main memory!), we obtain OðjBðKÞj � ðdbþ jGj � jM j2ÞÞ.

The algorithm of Nourine and Raynaud also computes the concepts sequentially. For each
concept, the algorithm needs time OððjM j þ jGjÞ � jGjÞ, thus improving Ganter’s worst-case
complexity. Both algorithms need to access the context for each concept to be computed: If we
add the access time db of the formal context to Nourine and Raynaud’s algorithm, it is in
OðjBðKÞj � ðdbþ ðjM j þ jGjÞ � jGjÞÞ. On the other hand, Nourine and Raynaud’s algorithm needs
exponential space, since the whole lattice must be stored during run-time; while Next-Closure
needs the context only, and has thus linear space complexity.

Both algorithms have different benefits. While Next-Closure needs only linear space, Nourine
and Raynaud’s algorithm provides the best worst-case complexity known so far. On the other
hand, Next-Closure can be easily adapted to efficiently compute iceberg lattices, while the
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structure of Nourine and Raynaud’s algorithm prohibits this. Furthermore, for the latter algo-
rithm, the need to access the results computed so far makes it impractical for very large databases
(contexts). Therefore, we will compare TITANIC in the experimental evaluation with Ganter’s
Next-Closure algorithm only.

From a complexity point of view, TITANIC is in between those two algorithms. Its worst-case
space complexity is reached, when all bjM j

2
c-sets are candidate sets. Then all these

jM j
jM j
2

j k !
¼
jM j � . . . � jM j

2

j k
þ 1

� �
jM j
2

l m
� . . . � 1

sets have to be stored. This is the widest level of the powerset of jM j, and its width grows ex-
ponentially relatively to jM j.

TITANIC’s time complexity can be determined as follows: The algorithm accesses the context as
often as the size L of the largest candidate set is. This size is bounded by jM j, the height of the
powerset of M. At each access, the algorithm considers a number of candidate sets. Let N be the
maximal number of candidate sets considered at one of the accesses of the context. Then the time
complexity is OðL � ðdbþ N � jGj � jM jÞÞ. By using the upper limits for L and n, we obtain

O jM j � db

  
þ

jM j
jM j
2

j k !
� jGj � jM j

!!
:

We see that the number of accesses of the context is at most jM j (rather than 2jM j as for the
other two algorithms), which is especially important, when the context is so large that it doesn’t fit
into main memory. In that case, db can be a significant (or even the dominant) time factor.

The results show TITANIC’s worst-case complexity. In praxis the values for L and n are usually
much lower. Especially for n (which contributes the exponentiality), the upper limit is, in the
average case for computing iceberg concept lattices, the number of 2-itemsets, which is at most

jM j
2

� �
¼ jM j � jM j � 1ð Þ

2
:

We evaluated TITANIC experimentally also. For our evaluation, a version of the TITANIC

algorithm was implemented in C++ together with a rewriting of Lindig’s C version of Next-
Closure [20] The comparisons took place on a Pentium III running at 600 MHz, with 512 MB of
main memory, and were performed on the MUSHROOM (8416 objects, 80 attributes) and
INTERNET (10,000 objects, 141 attributes) databases, both available from the UCI KDD Archive
(http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/), with a varying number of objects.

The results are visualized in Figs. 11 and 12, and listed in detail in Table 3. They show that on
the weakly correlated INTERNET database, Next-Closure is faster for few attributes, but takes
three times the time of TITANIC for the whole dataset. On the strongly correlated MUSHROOMS

database, TITANIC is two to five times faster than Next-Closure.
In [5], we showed that a modified version of TITANIC for computing association rules called

PASCAL (which computes all frequent itemsets, and not only the closed ones) outperforms the
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algorithms Apriori [2] and Max-Miner [6] on strongly correlated data sets (and is comparable with
those algorithms on weakly correlated data sets).

Fig. 12. Comparison of TITANIC and Next-Closure on the MUSHROOMS database.

Table 3

Database characteristics and evaluation results

Database # of objects # of attraction # of concepts Computation time (s)

Next-closure TITANIC

Internet 1000 141 15,107 16.49 31.29

2000 141 31,719 66.32 82.70

5000 141 73,026 381.95 253.00

7500 141 100,706 803.17 368.44

10,000 141 124,574 1431.86 480.34

MUSHROOMS 2500 79 5,394 31.13 14.87

5000 79 9064 108.38 20.14

8416 80 32,086 527.74 97.93

Fig. 11. Comparison of TITANIC and Next-Closure on the INTERNET database.
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The problem of computing concept lattices has exponential complexity. This shows that one
cannot expect from any algorithm, however robust it is claimed to be, that it solves the problem in
reasonable time in the worst case. However our experimental results with TITANIC show that
under normal conditions (and if handled with care) a strong and waterproof algorithm may
improve the exploration of unknown regions of knowledge.

10. Conclusion

The paper provides two contributions: iceberg concept lattices and the TITANIC algorithm. It
shows the use of iceberg concept lattices as a conceptual clustering method, a condensed repre-
sentation of frequent itemsets, and an efficient visualization technique for conceptual hierarchies
derived from very large databases. TITANIC is presented as an algorithm for efficiently deter-
mining closure systems for a given weight function. Typical examples for its application are listed
in the paper. The mathematical foundations of the algorithm are introduced, and the algorithm is
experimentally evaluated.
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